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Frank is seeking a variance to allow building his 
new home closer to the lot line for a better 
view of the lake & to avoid removal of some 
100-year-old white pines.  His neighbor 
objects vigorously.  The board chair sends 
both parties out into the hall suggesting they 
return with a compromise.

Sound reasonable

?



The town plan commission insists that it has a 
right to issue variances under the town land 
division ordinance.

What do you say…

?



The town board polls every resident of the 
town & determines that no one objects 
to Joe’s request for a variance to allow 
construction of a garage within the 
roadway setback.  In fact, most would 
like the same opportunity.  

How should the zoning board 
react to this information…

?



Betty’s Backwoods Biscuits is booming and she 
would like to expand her enterprise in the 
required side yard next to the adjacent 
town owned recycling station.  The zoning 
board says, “OK Betty, if you think that will 
work, but your permit is conditioned on your 
paving the recycling station site.”  

Good permit condition…

?



Nancy, a member of the board, receives a phone 
call extolling the virtues of the variance 
pending for Sharon’s Sushi Salon.  Nancy has 
heard of ex parte communications & decides 
she must recuse herself from deliberations 
even though the information is crucial to the 
board’s decision.

Does Nancy have another option…

?



The zoning board climbs in the county van & 
spends 4 hours driving all over the county 
conducting on-site inspections for upcoming 
hearings.  Not a word is spoken by anyone
during the 4 hours.  

Must they comply with 
Open Meetings Law 
requirements…

?



Zoning board members Jim & Sue are arguing 
the finer points of law relating to their 
duties.  Sue states that any taxpayer can 
appeal a board decision to circuit court 
while a citizen must be aggrieved to appeal 
to the board in the first place.  Jim insists 
that it is the other way around otherwise 
such a policy would squander judicial 
resources.

What do you say…

?



Four of five board of appeals members are 
present & voting at the hearing regarding a 
conditional use for Kate’s Kennels & 
Computers.  Kate leaps from her seat & snarls, 
“It’s about time!” when three of the members 
vote in favor of her proposal. 

Sounds like things are 
looking up for Kate…

?



Henry’s Hide & Glue begins construction of a 
new rendering plant & is surprised to learn 
that the zoning permit authorizing 
construction has been appealed some 5 
months after issuance by the administrator.

Can they do that…

?



County corporation counsel attends a closed 
meeting of the zoning board and observes, 
“You know, I drive by that place every day 
& it’s way too close to the road as it is.  I 
don’t see any hardship there.”

Is this a proper closed session?
What weight should be given

counsel’s comments…

?
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THE ZONING BOARD
State statutes delegate specific authority to 

designated governmental bodies.

General authority for zoning board decisions:
– County board of adjustment

s. 59.694, stats.

– City, village & town board of appeals
s. 62.23(7)(e), stats. for cities, 61.35 for 
villages & 60.65 for towns



Jurisdiction of the board…
County zoning boards:

– general zoning,
– shoreland & wetland zoning,
– construction site erosion control,
– storm water management & floodplain zoning,
– renewable energy systems.

City & village zoning boards have added  
authority:
– public utility permits, 
– building inspection but
– no general shoreland or renewable energy authority.



Jurisdiction of the board…

Town zoning boards:
• Town zoning,
• Town shoreland & related wetland zoning,
• construction site erosion control,
• storm water management 
• public utility permits, and
• building inspection



State laws delegate   
authority…

The local governing body or planning 
committee/commission has authority 
related to land division ordinances. 



The zoning board acts like a court…
• It applies law to a particular fact situation

(quasi-judicial decisions).

• Policy development & adoption are 
legislative functions reserved for the 
planning commission & governing body.



DECISIONS BY GOVERNMENTAL BODIES

1. Discussion outside of 
meetings is encouraged.

2. Decision-makers are 
expected to represent 
constituents.

3. Wide discretion. 
Decisions must be 
constitutional and 
reasonable.

4. Zoning decisions should 
be based on a land use 
plan.

1. Notice to affected 
persons.

2. Opportunity for hearing.
3. Predetermined criteria 

for decisions (limited 
discretion).

4. Decisions based on 
information in a record.

5. Impartial decision-
makers.

6. Written decisions 
available for review.

LEGISLATIVE:QUASI-JUDICIAL:



Bodies may serve both roles… 
The type of decision acted on determines 

which procedures & standards must be 
applied.

Quasi-judicial decisions = application of law 
to a specific fact situation (variances, 
appeals, conditional uses, licensing, many 
personnel matters).

Legislative decisions = policy development & 
adoption (plans and ordinance revisions).



Permit application

Meets dimensional criteria
ZA

Meets map
amendment criteria

PZ, GB

Use allowed in district
ZA No

Key
ZA – zoning administrator
PZ – plan committee/commission
BOA – board of adjustment/appeals
GB – governing body
CC – circuit court
* BOA does not review its own 

decisions

Meets permitted use criteria
ZA

Text amendment to:
1) Create new district

that allows use, or
2) Add use to existing

district

Appeal
CC or BOA*

Meets variance criteria
BOA

Permit issued
ZA

Meets conditional
use criteria
PZ, BOA or GB

No

NoYes

No
Yes

No

NoYes

Zoning Permit
Decision Process

Yes

Rezoned to district
that allows use Yes

Yes

Appeal
CC or BOA*

Permit denied

Appeal 
CC

Variance denied

Appeal
CC

Yes

No



Organization of the board…
County: 3-5 members appointed by county 

board chair. 
Municipal: 5 members appointed by the mayor, 

village president or town chair.
Appointments are subject to approval by the 

governing body.
Two alternates may be appointed for service 

when a member is absent or has a conflict.  
The designated second alternate serves 
when the first is not available.



Organization of the board…
• Members serve staggered 3-year terms.
• Vacancies are filled for the remainder of 

a term.
• County members must reside in 

unincorporated areas & no more than one 
from each town may serve.

• Removal from the board is only for cause 
after written charges & an opportunity 
for a hearing.

• Members of the governing body should not 
serve.



Selection of officers…

County: The zoning board chooses its own 
chair.

Municipal: The mayor, village president 
or town chair designates the chair of 
the zoning board subject to approval 
of the governing body. 



Duties of the chairperson…

• Schedules extraordinary meetings & 
hearings.

• Presides at meetings & hearings leading the 
BOA through agenda items.

• Exercises responsibilities under the Open 
Meetings Law.



Duties of the chairperson…

• Decides points of order subject to 
reversal by majority vote of the board.

• Supervises work of the BOA secretary.

• Administers oaths & may issue subpoenas 
to compel attendance of witnesses.



Duties of the secretary…

• Keeps records of meetings, decisions & 
other matters.

• Directs/performs related clerical duties. 

• Arranges for notice of meetings. 

• Custodian of BOA records.



Operating rules…
County: County board must adopt rules for 

operation of the BOA.  BOA may adopt 
additional rules to implement county board 
policies.

Municipal: BOA must adopt rules consistent with 
any ordinance requirements.

Robert's Rules of Order may be adopted to apply 
in absence of specific ordinances, rules or 
statutory requirements.



Decisions of the zoning board…
Administrative appeals – contested 

decisions & interpretations of 
administrative officials.

Special exceptions/conditional uses – uses 
which must be tailored to a site.

Variances – relaxations of ordinance 
standards.



Administrative appeals…
• Contested decisions & interpretations of 

administrative officials (text, maps, 
jurisdiction, measurements, orders).

• To interpret an ordinance:
– Establish geographic & activity jurisdiction. 
– Familiarize yourself with ordinance 

organization.
– Determine which sections are subordinate 

to other sections.



Administrative appeals…
To determine ordinance intent:

– Rely on dictionary in absence of ordinance 
definitions. 

– Implement ordinance intent (review purpose 
statement).

– Rely on documented evidence of intent.
– Interpret to avoid conflicting language.
– Give effect to all provisions.
– Examine administrative history.  

Provide consistency by keeping records of 
interpretations & recommend clarifying 
ordinance amendments.



Contested administrative decision 
(ordinance text, map, measurements or orders)

by any person aggrieved

Filing of appeal & notice of hearing

decision stayed

Appeal to Circuit Court 
by taxpayer or government unit/officer 

within 30 days
decision not stayed

Administrative Administrative 
Appeals Appeals 
ProcessProcess

Public hearing (BOA)
Decision criteria:

1) Plain meaning rule
2) Harmonizing
3) Conflicting provisions
4) No surplus language
5) Policy history
6) “Reasonableness”

Filing & notice of decision



Conditional uses…
• Conditional use = special exception 

• Permitted uses are authorized in all locations 
in a zoning district (non-discretionary).

• Conditional uses must be tailored to site 
conditions & adjacent uses and may include 
land uses, structures or activities 
(discretionary).



Conditional uses…
• May be decided by the governing body, 

plan committee/commission or zoning 
board.

• A quasi-judicial decision.

• Are generally listed for each zoning 
district.

• Generally require a public notice & 
hearing.



Conditional uses…
• Transfer to subsequent property 

owners.

• Must comply with general & specific 
ordinance standards.



Design standard/condition
“Less than 15% of lot impervious surface.”

– Objective not specified.
– Easy to interpret & enforce.
– Not flexible (more variances).
– May not achieve objective in all cases.

Performance standard/condition
“No increase in stormwater discharge from site.”

– Objective is specified.
– Expertise and finances required to produce & 

evaluate construction plans.
– Flexible.
– Potential for optimal performance.



Conditional uses…
• Additional limitations on development may 

be imposed.

• Exactions require dedication of land or 
some site improvement in return for 
project approval. 

• Essential nexus & rough proportionality
tests.  Permit conditions & exactions must 
address & be proportional to project 
impacts. 



Proposal by 
landowner/agentConditional Conditional 

UseUse
Process

Key    
BOA – board of 

adjustment/appeals
PZ – planning & zoning 

committee/commission
GB – governing body

Process
No

Notice of public hearing

A permitted use in district?

A conditional use in district?

Public hearing 
Decision criteria:
1) Listed as a conditional use for the district?
2) Meets general & specific standards?
3) Additional conditions may be required.

BOA, PZ or GB

Filing & notice of decision

Appeal to BOA if decided by PZ 
(decision stayed)

Appeal to Circuit Court if decided by BOA or GB 
(decision not stayed)



Variances…
Variances provide flexibility where strict 

application of ordinance standards would 
otherwise result in a regulatory taking of 
property.  

The process is intended to provide relief in 
extraordinary circumstances.

Use variance = a relaxation of land use 
requirements.

Dimensional variance = a relaxation of 
dimensional standards.



Use variances…

Use variances are not specifically prohibited 
by statutes but…

This approach presents problems:

– Requests seldom qualify under the unnecessary 
hardship test.

– Many are actually administrative appeals.



Alternative methods…
Courts recognize that use variances may 

undermine ordinance objectives. 

To avoid piecemeal decisions:

– Zoning map amendments can change zoning district 
boundaries to allow uses provided in other zoning 
districts. 

– Zoning text amendments can add (or delete) 
permitted or conditional uses allowed.



Variances…
Three-step test

An applicant must demonstrate that a 
property qualifies for a variance (i.e. 
applicant has burden of proof).

All three statutory tests must be met:
1. unnecessary hardship, 
2. due to unique property limitations &
3. no harm to public interests.



Variances…
Unnecessary hardship test

Unnecessary hardship = no reasonable use
of the property in the absence of a 
variance.



Reasonable use…
• Determined on a case-by-case basis.
• Consider the sum of related facts. 
• A use may be reasonable if:

– It is consistent with current zoning.
– It does not conflict with adjacent uses.
– Multiple variances are not required.
– The property is developable in its natural 

state.
– Public interests are not harmed.

• Not the same as “highest & best” use.



Variances…
Unnecessary hardship test

• If a parcel as a whole (but not necessarily 
each portion of it) provides some 
reasonable use for its owner, then the test 
is not met.

• Hardship cannot be self-imposed or 
created by a prior owner.



Variances…
Unnecessary hardship test

• Loss of profit or financial difficulty do not 
constitute hardship.

• Accessory structures not essential to the 
reasonable use of property do not qualify 
for variances.



Variances…
Unique property limitations test

Unnecessary hardship must be due to unique
physical limitations of the property, i.e. 
compliance with the ordinance is prevented 
by site limitations (steep slopes, wetlands, 
etc.). 



Variances…
Unique property limitations test

• Circumstances of an applicant (growing 
family, need for a larger garage, etc.) are 
not a factor in deciding variances.

• Limitations that prevent ordinance 
compliance & are common to a number of 
properties should be addressed by 
ordinance amendment.



Variances…
Public interest test

• A proposal may not harm public interests (but is not 
required to advance them) .

• The effect of a proposal on general community or 
regional interests must be considered (not public 
patrons or clientele). 

• The cumulative nature of adverse impacts must be 
considered.

• Look to the purpose statement for guidance 
regarding public interests.



Variances…
Case law guidelines

• Lack of objections from neighbors does not 
justify a variance.  

• Nearby ordinance violations do not justify a 
variance.  

• The board may grant only the minimum 
variance that preserves a reasonable use for 
the property owner.



Variances…
Conditions on development

• In granting a variance the board may 
impose conditions on development.

• Again…conditions must address & be 
proportional to project impacts.

• Conditions assure that project location, 
design & operation do not conflict with 
public interests or neighboring land uses.



Effect of a variance…

A standard is relaxed only for the specific 
project authorized.

sideyard
garage 

by variance

existing
home

unauthorized
addition

wetlandwetland



Variances…

• A variance does not create a 
nonconforming structure.

• A variance transfers with a property to 
subsequent owners.



Multiple variances…

• Multiple variances for a single project 
may be necessary to provide 
reasonable use.

• A sequence of variances over a period 
of time is not justified since the 
effect is to exceed reasonable use.



Proposal by landowner/agent

Key
ZA – zoning administrator/building 

inspector
BOA – board of adjustment/appeals

Variance
Process

No

Meets dimensional standards?

ZA denies permit

Filing of appeal & notice of public 
hearing (decision stayed)

Public hearing
Decision criteria:
1) Unnecessary hardship
2) Unique property limitations
3) No harm to public interests

BOA

Filing & notice of decision

Appeal to Circuit Court 
by taxpayer or government unit/officer 

within 30 days (decision not stayed)



Flexibility in ordinances…
A note of caution:
Flexibility = ordinance complexity

Build flexibility into ordinance text 
where appropriate:
– Accommodate disabled persons through 

administrative procedures.
– Relax standards where adverse project 

impacts can be mitigated to protect public 
interests.



Flexibility in ordinances…

Flexibility as a permitted use where:
• development impacts are predictable and
• standardized mitigation measures can 

adequately address impacts.



Flexibility as a permitted use…
SETBACK REDUCTION FORMULA 

 

R
O

W  
Roadway R

O
W

 Reduced 
roadway 
setback 15

ft.

30
ft.

 
 
Standard 
roadway 
setback 

  
Expanded Building Area (Step 1) 

 

10
ft Building 

Site 
 Building Area With Standard Setbacks 

Expanded Building Area (Step 2) 

  
 
Expanded 
building 
site 30

ft.

75
ft.

 
 
 
 
 
 
Standard 
shoreline 
setback 

 
   

 
 
 
 
Reduced 
shoreline 
setback 
 

70
ft.

 

• Avoid cost 
& delay of 
variance.

• Predictable 
results.

• Mitigation 
required to 
protect 
public 
interests.



Flexibility in ordinances…

Flexibility as a conditional use where: 
• development design varies,
• impacts are not predictable and
• mitigation must be tailored to projects or 

site conditions.



Flexibility as a conditional use…

Allow some relaxation by 
conditional use for 
specified types of 
development & with 
appropriate limitations.

Permitted 

Conditional use

Variance75’
setback



Flexibility in ordinances…
1. As a permitted use where development impacts 

are predictable and can be addressed by 
standardized mitigation measures.

2. As a conditional use where development design 
varies, impacts are not predictable and mitigation 
must be tailored to projects or site conditions.

3. As a variance in extraordinary circumstances where 
legal hardship exists.



Permit application

Meets dimensional criteria
ZA

Meets map
amendment criteria

PZ, GB

Use allowed in district
ZA No

Key
ZA – zoning administrator
PZ – plan committee/commission
BOA – board of adjustment/appeals
GB – governing body
CC – circuit court
* BOA does not review its own 

decisions

Meets permitted use criteria
ZA

Text amendment to:
1) Create new district

that allows use, or
2) Add use to existing

district

Appeal
CC or BOA*

Meets variance criteria
BOA

Permit issued
ZA

Meets conditional
use criteria
PZ, BOA or GB

No

NoYes

No
Yes

No

NoYes

Zoning Permit
Decision Process

Yes

Rezoned to district
that allows use Yes

Yes

Appeal
CC or BOA*

Permit denied

Appeal 
CC

Variance denied

Appeal
CC

Yes

No
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Conduct of meetings…

Courts defer to zoning boards on factual 
& discretionary matters but not 
regarding:

• due process (fair play) & procedural 
requirements &

• statutory standards for decisions.



Open meetings…

Zoning boards must comply with the 
state Open Meetings Law to assure 
that:
– the public is provided with notice of 

meetings,
– that meetings are open & accessible to 

the public & 
– that closed sessions are limited to 

specified circumstances & procedures.



Open meetings…

Meeting = a gathering of members of a 
governmental body for the purpose of 
exercising its responsibilities.  

A meeting occurs when both a purpose 
test and a numbers test are met.



Open meetings…
• Purpose test = discussion, information 

gathering or decision-making on a matter 
within the jurisdiction of the body. 

• Numbers test = enough members of a body 
are present to determine the outcome of an 
action.  
– By statute, if one-half of the members of a body 

are present, there is a meeting unless the purpose 
test is not met.  

– A lesser number of members may meet the 
numbers test if they can block a decision.



Open meetings…

Phone conferences may constitute a meeting 
if the numbers & purpose tests are met.  

A series of phone calls or conversations to 
“line up votes” or conduct other business, 
known as a running quorum, violates the 
law.



Open meetings…
Bodies subject to the law:

– local governing bodies of general & special 
purpose units of government,

– their committees, commissions & boards,
– special study & advisory committees 

(including citizen members) &
– corporations created by a governing body, 

its committees, other sub-units or officials.



Requirements for open 
meetings…

Unless exempted, all meetings must be open & 
accessible to the public, including the disabled.

Notice of public meetings is required.
– At least 24 hours prior (2 hours prior for good 

cause).
– May be posted.  (At least 3 locations recommended.)  
– Paid, published notices are not required.  
– Open Meetings Law notice may be incorporated in 

other required published notice.  



Notice of open meetings…

Notice must be provided to:
• media who have filed a written request & 
• the governmental unit’s official newspaper

A separate notice is required for each 
meeting. 



Notice of open meetings…

Content of notice:
• meeting time, date, place & subject matter,
• may provide for a period of public comment,
• generally, only noticed agenda items may be 

decided &
• notice of any planned closed sessions if the 

meeting will be reopened within 12 hours.



Permitted closed sessions…
Closed sessions are limited to those 

authorized by statute.

For zoning boards:
– Consideration of a case (case = 

litigation).
– Specified confidential personnel 

matters. 



Conduct of closed sessions…
• Convene in open session.

• Chair must announce subject matter & 
statutory authority for closure.  

• A motion & recorded individual vote of a 
majority to convene in closed session.

• Only members of the body may attend 
(except for members of a parent body).



Conduct of closed sessions…

• A closed session may not be reopened 
within 12 hours unless there was public 
notice of reopening.  

• Other options include:
– amending the agenda to place closed 

sessions last or
– amending the meeting notice to include 

reopening.



Conduct of closed sessions…

• Motions & decisions must be recorded. 

• The body may consider only matters 
for which the session was closed.



Open meetings…
Voting & records

• Generally, elections & decisions of a body 
may not be decided by secret ballot.  

• Secret balloting to elect officers of a body 
is permissible. 

• Generally, motions, roll call votes & voting 
results must be recorded & made available 
to the public. 



Open meetings…
Voting & records

A member of a body may require that each 
member’s vote be recorded.

Statutes require recording of votes in 
specific cases (e.g. motions, seconds & 
vote of each member to close a session).



Open Meetings Law…
Violations and liability

• Elected, appointed & citizen members of a body 
must comply.

• Determine proper notice at the beginning of a 
meeting.

• Members who vote against convening in an 
improper closed session may participate 
without liability.

• Members can be sued individually or as a group.  
• Forfeitures for violation ($25-$300) are not 

reimbursable.



Open Meetings Law…
Violations

A court may void a decision made at an illegal 
meeting if the public interest in enforcement 
of the Open Meetings Law outweighs public 
interests in sustaining the decision.

Meeting minutes should document:
– proper notice,
– reasons for closed sessions & 
– related motions, votes & procedural 

requirements.



Published hearing notice…
Statutes require additional published notice 

for zoning board hearings.

County (class 2): publication required on 2 
consecutive weeks, the last at least 7 days 
prior to hearing (day of publication is 
excluded but day of hearing is counted).

Municipal (class 1): one publication at least 7 
days prior to hearing.

Proof of public notification is by affidavit.



Agency notification…

Shoreland, shoreland wetland & floodplain zoning
• Notice to DNR 10-days prior to hearings.
• Decisions must be provided within 10 days.

Exclusive agricultural zoning districts
• Notice to DATCP of any approval of special 

exceptions or variances.



Notice to other parties…

To media requesting it.

Mailed notice to parties in interest:
– the applicant/appellant/petitioner,
– adjacent property owners &
– also to town clerks.



Site inspections…
• Meetings must be open & accessible to the 

public even though held on private property.

• Discussions & information gathering 
regarding BOA matters must be confined to 
open meetings.

• Information gathered during a site 
inspection must be included in the hearing 
record to be considered.



Voting requirements…
County:
A majority of the entire board is required to 

reverse the zoning administrator, grant a 
conditional use or variance or favor an 
applicant on other matters.

A majority of a quorum is sufficient to decide 
other matters (unless another statute 
specifies otherwise).



Voting requirements…

Municipal:
A vote of 4 of 5 members is required to 

reverse the zoning administrator, grant a 
conditional use or variance or favor an 
applicant on other matters. 



Conduct of meetings…
Completeness of applications:  

– Local rules can require applications to be 
complete prior to public hearing notice.

– An application must be complete as of 
the first notice publication of the final 
public hearing on the matter.

Appearances…
Any party may appear in person or by an 

agent or attorney.



Contested cases…

A more formal proceeding where:
– testimony is taken from sworn witnesses,
– parties may review & object to evidence 

& cross-examine witnesses,
– written & graphic evidence generally 

must be accompanied by its creator to 
allow examination by parties &

– a transcribed hearing record is usually 
kept.



Record of proceedings…

• Decisions must be based on evidence (facts) 
included in a hearing record. 

• If staff reports include a recommendation, 
the rationale should be well documented.

• A taped recording must be transcribed if an 
appeal is taken to court.  



Impartial decisions…
Appellants have a right to an impartial 

decision-maker.

• Due process rules promote impartiality.

• A board member's opinions about issues do 
not necessarily disqualify the member. 

• Factors likely to cause a member to prejudge 
or unfairly judge a matter are reasons for 
recusal.



Impartial decisions…

• Decisions involving associates, relatives or 
close acquaintances may require abstention.

• Consider any appearance of conflict of 
interests in deciding whether to abstain. 

• Recusal = no vote or official participation in 
the matter. 



"Ex parte" contacts…
"Ex parte" contacts = information outside of 

the hearing record.

• Members should not have outside 
conversations or accept information 
regarding a pending matter.  

• If they do, they should disclose the contact 
& make the information part of the record. 

• Recusal may be required.



Ethics for officials…
Ethics of public officials
An official is prohibited from taking advantage 

of public office for private gain & from 
failing to perform duties of the office.  

Public contracts
If an official or their family or associates have 

a private financial interest in a public 
contract, statutes limit involvement in the 
contract.



Conduct of meetings…
Use the Zoning Board Hearing Checklist to 

confirm procedural requirements prior to 
meetings:

– public notice & open meetings,
– complete applications/appeals,
– witness registrations &
– need for agenda revision.



Conduct of meetings…
Read the Announcement of Zoning Board 

Proceedings at the beginning of hearings to 
inform appellants, witnesses & the public about: 
– the role of the board,
– the agenda & order of events for each 

hearing, 
– instructions for witnesses, 
– contested cases,
– exercise/revocation of permits &
– appeal of board decisions.



Appeals to the Zoning Board…

Any person who is aggrieved may appeal or any 
officer, department, board or bureau of the 
municipality affected by a decision of an 
administrative officer.

An aggrieved person can be:
– an appellant/applicant given an unfavorable decision,
– neighbors & property owners affected by a decision

&
– state program oversight agencies (DNR, DATCP).



Time limit on appeals to the 
Zoning Board…

Limits may be set by local ordinance or rule 
(e.g., within 30 days of notice of an 
administrative decision).  

Affected persons must be informed of the 
appeal period when they are notified of 
the decision. 

In some cases courts have decided that an 
appeal period began when construction 
commenced.



Time limit on appeals to the 
Zoning Board…

An appeal is begun when an aggrieved person 
files a notice of appeal, specifying the 
grounds for appeal, with the BOA & official 
whose decision is appealed.  

A conditional use or variance is commenced 
by filing an application or petition.



Stay on appeal…

An appeal to the zoning board stays the 
decision appealed.

If the officer whose decision is appealed  
certifies to the BOA that a stay would 
cause imminent danger to life or property, 
the decision is not stayed unless the BOA 
or a court issues a restraining order. 



Form of decisions…
Findings of fact.  The fact situation is 

described based on the record (proposal, 
site conditions, project impacts, language 
appealed, etc.).

Conclusions of law.  Ordinance or legal 
standards are applied to the fact 
situation (e.g., conditional use standards 
or 3-step test for variances).

Order and determination.  A decision 
is rendered & any conditions on approval 
or administrative action to be taken are 
described (e.g., issuance of a permit).



Form of Decisions…
Administrative appeals. The BOA may affirm, 

reverse or modify, in whole or in part, the 
administrative decision appealed.  It may 
direct a permit to be issued or a site to be 
restored.

Notice of appeal rights.  The decision must 
inform aggrieved persons, taxpayers & 
municipal officers & departments of their 
right to appeal to circuit court within 30 
days of filing of the decision in the office of 
the board.



Notice of decisions…
Provide decisions to:
• parties in interest (at a minimum the 

applicant/ appellant) & the zoning office,  
• parties affected by the decision,
• DATCP when the board approves a 

conditional use or variance in an 
exclusive agricultural district & 

• DNR field office within 10 days of 
decisions regarding shorelands or 
floodplains.



Rehearing & reconsideration…

Local rules may prohibit reconsideration 
of a decision unless there has been a 
substantial change in the proposal, 
error or other circumstances. 



Appeal of BOA decisions to 
Circuit Court…

• An aggrieved person, taxpayer, municipal 
officer or body may appeal a decision within 
30 days after its filing in the office of the 
BOA.  

• Certified or sworn copies of BOA proceedings 
must be filed with the court.

• An appeal to circuit court does not 
automatically stay the decision.

• However, the court may, for cause & with 
notice to the BOA, grant a restraining order. 



Judicial decisions …

The court may reverse, affirm or modify a 
decision, in whole or in part. 

An overturned decision is typically 
remanded to the BOA with directions to 
decide it consistent with the court’s 
findings.



Standards on judicial review…
Generally, courts defer to the judgment of 

the BOA if: 

1. the board acted on matters within its 
jurisdiction;

2. the board followed proper procedures;
3. the board applied appropriate legal 

standards in making its decision;
4. there was a rational basis for the decision; 

(reasonable person test) &
5. the decision is based on evidence (facts) 

in the record.



Enforcement of zoning 
board decisions…

• The courts
• Enforcement discretion

– Municipal/corporation counsel
– Standing committee
– Administrative officers



To improve BOA decisions…

• Self-audit decisions. 

• Review informational materials and forms.

• Review enforcement & appeals procedures.

• Review rules for conduct of meetings and 
hearings.



Self-audits…
Review an annual summary of: 

– types & numbers of appeals &
– conditions imposed on development.

Look for patterns representing 
opportunities for:

– improving ordinance clarity, 
– providing more effective standards &
– administrative efficiency.  

Make recommendations to the Planning & 
Zoning Committee/Commission.



Review materials & forms…
Application forms should describe:

– the composition & general role of the board,
– the appeal process,
– required application information & fees,
– public notice, hearing & any on-site inspection 

requirements,
– standards for board decisions &
– appeal rights. 

Application forms should prompt applicants 
to meet their burden of proof.

Sample plans & site photos may be useful.



Review materials & forms…

Decision forms should:
– describe applicable decision standards,
– prompt findings of fact & conclusions of law,
– prompt any limitations on development or 

administrative actions to be taken, 
– specify any decision notification obligations of 

the appellant &
– provide notice of appeal rights.



Review appeals procedures…
Adopt rules or recommend ordinance revisions  

that describe:
– Time limits for appeal of administrative 

decisions; 
– When a decision is filed in the office of the 

board commencing the judicial appeal period; 
– Circumstances where the board may retain its 

own legal counsel;
– Circumstances where the board may reconsider 

decisions &
– How after-the-fact applications for variances or 

permits will be treated.



Review rules for conduct of 
meetings…

Assure that:

• Meetings, hearings & closed sessions are properly 
noticed;

• Conflicts of interest & ex parte communications 
are identified & properly addressed &

• Alternate board members are appointed & trained.



Review rules for meetings…
Assure that:

• On-site inspections are conducted in 
compliance with open meeting law requirements;

• Instructions for witnesses are clear & 
effective &

• Relevant written comments are properly 
considered. 



Summary
• Zoning board authority is prescribed by 

statute.

• Criteria for zoning board decisions are 
prescribed by statute.

• Most zoning board decision-making must 
follow rules of due process.

• Other mechanisms allow flexibility in 
zoning.



That’s all folks…
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